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	Todays Date: Gurley
	Organization: University of Florida
	CATEGORY: [Genetics]
	DATE: 06/17/2010
	HEADLINE: Resistance protein expressed in phloem has little little negative impact on normal growth.
	TITLE: Engineering citrus for resistance to Liberibacter and other phloem pathogens
	PI: William Gurley
	ABSTRACT: Objective 1: Transform citrus with constitutively active resistance proteins (R proteins) that will only be expressed in phloem cells. The rationale is that by constitutive expression of an R protein, the plant innate immunity response will be at a high state of alert and will be able to mount a robust defense against infection by phloem pathogens. Overexpression of R proteins often results in lethality or in severe stunting of growth. By restricting expression to phloem cells we hope to limit the negative impact on growth and development. Results: We have transformed arabidopsis plants with a total of 12 constructs comprised of two versions of the AtSUC2 phloem-specific promoter driving expression of three variations of two resistance proteins, AtSSI4 and AtSNC1. The R genes were introduced as wild type, as constitutive expression mutants and as deletion mutants lacking the LRR region thought to be involved in signal perception. Overexpression of constitutive mutants of these two R proteins has been reported by others to exhibit enhanced SA accumulation and constitutive pathogen resistance; however, the transformed plants show dwarfism. Overexpression of wild type AtSSI4 showed no stunting, while the evidence in not as clear with overexpression of AtSNC1.  In our experiments, restricting expression of the R proteins to the phloem cells caused no signs of stunted growth with any of the R protein constructs. While this was true for the majority of transformants, some plants exhibited stunted growth for some of the constructs. For example for the Atssi4 constitutive mutant, 2 plants out of 41 showed stunting. For Atsnc1, 5 out of 60 transformants showed a stunted phenotype.  We are currently determining the level of expression of the transgenes and of their predicted target genes (PR1 and PR2). Conclusions: Our hypothesis was that phloem-restricted expression of the R protein mutants would limit potential negative impacts on growth. If results confirm that the wild type and constitutive mutant forms of the two R proteins are expressed in the transgenic arabidopsis plants, then this important requirement in our overall approach has been met. Our next step is to transfer these R protein constructs to citrus and test for expression and disease resistance.
	EMAIL: wgurley@ufl.edu
	CONTRACT: 00072620
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